ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The Class of 2019 acknowledges with utmost gratitude the contributions of Ms Skye Eriksen and Mr Connor Stairs who have rehearsed and performed with their respective quartets and the Saxophone Ensemble in support of their peers. Their dedication and contributions confirm, yet again, their integrity and selfless service to others. – Thank you!

Year 1
Alex Tiller Music Education Candidate
Ayari Kasukawa Performance Stream
Ben Mendes Performance Stream

Year 2
Baylie Adams Performance Candidate

Year 3
Karsten Brewka Performance
Todd Morgan Performance

Year 4
Kayla Izon Music Education
Matt Fichter Music Education
Michelle Melnicky Music Education
Michael Vielguth Composition

Saxophone Ensemble Recital
Saturday February 9th 2:30 pm
Phillip T. Young Recital Hall
School of Music
University of Victoria
QUARTET SOBREMESA
S Michelle Melnicky
A Matt Fichter
T Todd Morgan
B Karsten Brewka

Mountain Roads by David Maslanka
1. Overture & 4. Chorale

PETIT QUATUOR
S Baylie Adams
A Ayari Kasukawa
T Alex Tiller
B Ben Mendes

Three Preludes by George Gershwin

DUO MORGAN-BREWKA
Karsten Brewka & Todd Morgan
Tachycardia by Marc Mellits

QUARTET VISE
S Michael Vielguth
A Connor Stairs
T Skye Eriksen
B Kayla Izon

Quatuor for Saxophones by Guy Lacour
1 Elegie & 3 Rondo Final

Intermission
15 minutes

THE UNIVERSITY OF VICTORIA
SAXOPHONE ENSEMBLE

Cascades by Scott Joplin
Conducted by Michelle Melnicky

Fugue #10 by J.S. Bach
Conducted by Skye Eriksen

Cuban Overture by George Gershwin
Conducted by Matt Fichter